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PLEASE USE A SEPARATE B~UE BOOK FOR EACH PART AND WRITE THE
QUESTION NUMBER ON THE FRONT OF THE BLUE BOOK.

I

PLEASE PUT YOU~ EXAM NUMBER ON EACH BOOK.

PLEASE DO NOT WRI'ItE YOUR NAME ON YOUR BLUE BOOKS.

For those taking the G~NERAL EXAM ~ macroeconomic theory:

1. Iyou have FOUR hours.

2. Answer ALL <RUESTIONS in Parts I, II, III, and IV.

3. ime allotted for each part:
I. 30 minutes
II. 30 minutes
IlIA. 40 minutes
llIB. 50 minutes
IV A. 60 minutes
!VB. 30 minutes

For those taking the FIl}JAL EXAMINATION in Economics 2010d
(not ~e General Examination):

1. t ou have THREE hours.

Answer ALt QUESTIONS in Parts III and IV.

3. DO NOT A'rtrSWER the questions in Parts I and II.



Part I (1/8)

uestion for s rin 2003 macro theo enerals

In an economy where (a) ,ggregate supply behavior is consistent with the natural

rate property, so that there is no long-~ trade-off between the mean rate of inflatiqn and the

mean rate of output relative to potenti,l, but (b) price setting is subject to short-runlstickiness,

what detemlines whether the monet~ policy authority faces a trade-off between the variability

of inflation and the variabilitwY of outp,t? If there is a trade-off between the variabi~ity of

inflation and the variability of output qagain, relative to potential), what detenninesl its shape?

What would be the conse,uences for inflation if monetary policy sought to achieve

the minimum possible variability of o*tput?

What would be the conse,uences for output if monetary policy sought ~o achieve the

minimum possible variability of inflatton?

Be as explicit as you can ip making clear the assumptions on which yopr answers

rely.



Part II (1/8)

Questi~n 2, Macro General Exam

This question is worth 1/8 qf the exam (i.e., 30 minutes).

Inventory sales problem: i
You hold an inventory of one bushel of wheat. The bushel of wheat costs

you s to store per period. The price per bushel, p, randomly vari~ over
time and p is iid. Your go is to sell the wheat to maximize your exfected
discounted profits. The dis ount rate for this problem is T. :

1. Explain why the Be~an Equation for this problem is given by

V(p) max {p, 15 [-s + EV(p')]},

where
1t5 = u-;:

~~~~ intuition, eXPlait why the solution to this problem isa 'thrrhOld2,

sell if
wait if

p >

p ~
p'

*
p

3. Plot the value functio~ (with p on the x-axis).

4.. Explain why the thres~old rule satisfies the equality

p* = t5 [-8 + EV(p)]

5. Assuming that p is dis~ributed uniformly between 0 and 1, solve ~r the
threshold rule. You s~ould be able to show that J

8-1

p'

6. Intuitively explain a)! e direction in which the threshold rule Cf anges when c5 increases and b) the direction in which the threshol rule

changes when s incre es.
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Part III (3/8)-A

.

Question A

A.I) Exhibit 1 shows the t' e series behavior of a calibrated "real" (i.~. perfectly

competitive, with flexible prices) economy, when the initial capital stock p~r efficiency

unit of labor is set at 1 percent elow its nonstochastic BGP value. Two I versions of

the model are compared: one' h inelastic labor supply (as in the RazJey model),
i

and one with endogenous labor s pply deterInined by a leisure-consumptior trade-off.

The symbol "x" is associated th one of these two models, white circl~ with the
,

other. The dashed line in the mi -left panel represents labor's response in the elastic

labor-supply version. Which s bol denotes the endogenous-labor econo y: "x" or

circles? Why? Briefly comment n each of the six panels and rationalize t e behavior

of the two economies individuall , and in comparison with each other.

A.2) Exhibit 2 reports so e statistics from the simulation of a ve~ion of the
i

RBC model. In particular, the a thors have estimated the historical time s~ries of the

(standard) Solow residual, and h ;ve then "fed" to the model economy thi~ estimated

time series, as the exogenous pat of technology. Based on your knowledge lof business
i

cycle "facts," would you say tha based on this Table this RBC model performs rea-

sonably well? Where is it especi y successful, and where is it especially 4eficient (if

anywhere)? j

A.3) Consider the followi~ description of the production side of th~ economy:

Ytl

Kt+ll

At(XtKt)1-0(Nt)O

It + [1 -8(Xt)] Kt

A.3.1) What is the usual nterpretation of Xt in DSGE models? ( int: it's a

choice variable).

A.3.2) Once the optimal oice of Xt is taken into account, the roduction

function in log-linearized form c be written as:

akt + ant),Yt

where lower-case letters denote I g-deviations from the nonstochastic BGI1>, and ~ =

X;8"(Xt*)j8'(Xt*). Derive this res t, and discuss the econ~mic interpretati~n of~.

A.3.4) Exhibit 3 presents e impulse response function of labor inp*t to a one

percent (and fairly persistent) p oductivity increase under three assump,ons on ~:
1

~ (1 -a)at + (1 -a)r"t + ant + ~-+T(at



~ = 00, ~ = 1/5; and ~ = 1/1~.The model is otherwise the work-horse fBC model

(with. a large elasticity of labor s pply). Say whi~h of the three. sets of imp+e response

functIons corresponds to each ue of ~. ExplaIn your reasOnIng. i
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I Table 3

Business Cycle $tatistics for Basic RB9~ode135

~ote: All variables have ~een. logged (with the exception of the real
mterest rate ) and detrend~ wIth the HP filter.
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Part III -B

Question B

B.1) S~ppose that in co~try i preferences are given by

47i (1)

What is the consumption-based frice index (the minimum cost of purchasiPg one unit

of C)? (If you know it you don'tl need to show the algebra). I

B.2) In country 1\ the tw~ goods are produced according to the technologies

y;T = A'!' L'!', "

and

Y

N = AI:l L I:l
t t t

where Lr is labor used in sector, and the As are exogenous country-speci~c parame-

ters. Labor is immobile across c untries but fully mobile across sectors! ~oth sectors
I

are perfectly competitive. Find formula for the real exchange rate betw1en country

i and country j, in terms of the ogenous parameters characterizing these!economies.

State what your formula implies, and offer an intuition.

B.3) There have been man attempts at explaining real exchange rat~ using the

theorem you proved (or at least opefully stated) in part (2). Is the current consensus

that this model works well to lain real exchange rates between dev~oping and

developed countries? Within de eloped countries? Over time in the long lrun? Over

time in the short run? "j

B.4) Suppose now that t*re are I traded goods. In country i pre£trences are
still as in (1), but or is now defiped as

-!L,,-1

Assume that each country produfes one and only one of the I traded goodf' and that

each of the traded goods is prod,ced by a different country. Traded-secto~ producers
3

Consider a World with I Fountries and 2 goods, a traded good (T) land a non-

traded one (N). I I



behave as monopolists, while the non-traded sector continues to operate ~er perfect

competition. Assume that I is (a d is perceived to be) very large, and that ~rice setters
I

take other producers' prices and wages as given when they set their pricef'. What is

the demand curve faced by each .ndividual tradeable producer? What pri~e will they

charge (as a function of the thin s they take as given)? I

B.5) Assume that each c untry has balanced trade, i.e. the value! of its con-
I

sumption equals the value of its roduction. Also, each country's labor en4lowment is

an exogenous Li. Write down th system of equations that pins down the ~uilibrium

values of Wi, ¥iT, or, Cf, Ci, P ")T (the world price of the tradable good ~roduced in

country i), ~N (the price of the ontradeables in country i), and Pi (the cofsumption-

based price index in country i), or i = 1...1. (Hint: it may be useful -~hough not

strictly necessary -to introduce "consumption-based" price index for trad~ble goods,{ }-L 1-'1 1-'1

piT = [E; p(j)r] , will should make sense to you based on your 'tvork in the

previous question. Your system ay well involve additional endogenous ~iables, in

which case you should also suppl the additional equations). I

B.6) Using the system of e1Iuations you have written down, it is possi~le to show

that the real exchange rate betw~n countries i and j is

1-6
~ = [(~)1/'7 (~)(1-'7)1/'7~]

Provide an intuition for this rest4t, and for its differences with the result in Part 2,
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(318)Part IV -A

I. 60 minutes. A variant of the *eoclassical growth model.

Consider the neoclassical gro h model, where the production function is Y =
F(K,L). People seek to maximize e integral of utility, u(c), over an infinite horizon,
where c is consumption per perso Suppose that each person always works one unit per
unit of time and that the level ofp pulation is constant at the value N (the population
growth rate, n, equals zero). Ther is no technological progress (so that the rate of labor-
augmenting technological progres , x, is zero).

Assume that people differ by p oductivity and that person i has the effectivl quantity
of labor Lj. Normalize so that the ean ofLj is one. The total of labor input, L equals
th~ sum of the Li and is ther~fore ual to the population, N. Define the econo y-wide
wage rate, w, so that it is measure per unit of effective labor. Let the econom}f-wide real
interest rate be r.

1. What is the flow budget co straint for person i?
2. What is the first-order con ition for person i's growth rate of consumptibn?
3. What are the dynamic equ tions for the economy-wide changes in capi~l per

effective worker, k=KJL, d consumption per person, c=C/L. I

4. How do the economy-wid results differ from those of the 'standard neoclassical
growth model? In what w ys do persons with higher labor productivity differ
from those with lower pro uctivity? What do we learn by including het~rogeneity
of labor productivity into t e model?

5. How would you introduce xogenous, labor-augmenting technological progress at
the rate x into this model? ow how do the results differ from those of ~e
standard model?

6. How would you introduce xogenous population growth 'at the rate n int~ this
model? Now how do the r suIts differ from those of the standard model?



Part IV -B
c.-

1. Does Ricardian equiv ence hold in the usual neoclassical growth ~Odel? Explain, being sure to nclude a definition of Ricardian equivalence You

should also discuss th roles ofPonzi schemes (chain letters run by he
government); infinite orizons of household~, and lump-sum taxes.

2. What is the idea of tax rate smoothing? How does this concept relate to the
behavior of the public ebt? Why and when would you expect tax-rate
smoothing to apply or ot apply? How do the results relate to the e~istence of
state-contingent publi debt?

3. Discuss the idea of str tegic debt. What does this theory imply abotl.t the
behavior of public deb? When would these strategic considerations be
important for the beha ior of the debt?


